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Night In Eden
Every summer, revelers sneak into the abandoned town of Eden, Colorado, to celebrate an
infamous crime: the Devil's Night Massacre, committed over a century ago by an outlaw
nicknamed Bloody Marian. Penny Wright knows the gruesome legends better than most. She's
seen the ghosts that haunt the ruins firsthand, and she shares a history with Eden that she
hoped to escape.Now it's Penny's job, funded by a corporate sponsor, to make this Devil's
Night the biggest ever. When she returns home for the first time in years, she must face not
only her family but Matthew Larsen-once the boy she loved, now the man who broke her
heart.But before the festival even begins, Penny makes a grizzly discovery that forces her to
question how much she really knows about Eden's secrets. As Devil's Night approaches, the
lines between the past and present begin to blur. And for Penny, the real nightmare is only just
beginning.
The electrifying #1 New York Times bestselling debut novel from YouTube sensation Joey
Graceffa dares to ask the question: What would you do in order to survive if your very
existence were illegal? Rowan is a second child in a world where population control measures
make her an outlaw, marked for death. She can never go to school, make friends, or get the
eye implants that will mark her as a true member of Eden. Outside of Eden, Earth is poisoned
and dead. All animals and most plants have been destroyed by a man-made catastrophe. Long
ago, the brilliant scientist Aaron Al-Baz saved a pocket of civilization by designing the
EcoPanopticon, a massive computer program that hijacked all global technology and put it to
use preserving the last vestiges of mankind. Humans will wait for thousands of years in Eden
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until the EcoPan heals the world. As an illegal second child, Rowan has been hidden away
from the ruthless Center government in her family’s compound for sixteen years. Now,
desperate to see the world, she recklessly escapes for what she swears will be only one night
of adventure. Though she finds an exotic world, and even a friend, the night leads to tragedy.
Soon Rowan becomes a renegade on the run. An instant #1 New York Times bestseller,
Children of Eden is a thrilling and completely absorbing work from one of social media’s
brightest young storytellers. Taking the genre of dystopian fiction far beyond where it has
traveled before, viral sensation Joey Graceffa’s first novel introduces us to an empowering
and endearing young protagonist and a world that contains as many perils as it does
illuminating surprises, perfect for fans of the Divergent and Maze Runner series.
“[Jack London was] a great gobbler-up of the world, physically and intellectually, the kind of
writer who went to a place and wrote his dreams into it, the kind of writer who found an Idea
and spun his psyche around it.”—E.L. Doctorow Martin Eden (1909) is a novel by American
writer Jack London. The book follows the tradition of the Künstlerroman, a narrative that traces
the life and development of an artist, to tell the story of a young man not unlike London himself.
Part fiction, part autobiography, Martin Eden examines the consequences of dreams and
achievements, successes and failures, for a young artist struggling with fame. The novel is
heavily influenced by London’s socialist values, and dissects the interwoven nature of class
and the arts while critiquing the individualist mentality promoted by such figures as Nietzsche.
The young Martin Eden lives in Oakland where he struggles to rise above the circumstances of
his birth. Despite his impoverished background, he has hopes of becoming a successful writer,
and has spent years educating himself toward that goal. A dreamer, Eden is also driven to
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marry Ruth Morse, a woman he loves despite their vastly different lives—he is a sailor, she
comes from a bourgeois family. It soon becomes clear that his intentions to write and to marry
are entirely intertwined. When he finds success, however, breaking through with publishers
and with the elite literati of Oakland, he finds that Ruth’s love is far from guaranteed, and that
dreams rarely come to fruition. Martin Eden is a story of the American ideal, of class and
identity, and of one man determined to make it, whatever the cost. With a beautifully designed
cover and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of Jack London’s Martin Eden is a
classic of American literature reimagined for modern readers.
"We lived under a sky so blue in Idaho right near the towns of Hunt and Eden but we were not
welcomed there." In early 1942, thirteen-year-old Mina Masako Tagawa and her JapaneseAmerican family are sent from their home in Seattle to an internment camp in Idaho. What do
you do when your home country treats you like an enemy? This memorable and powerful novel
in verse, written by award-winning author Mariko Nagai, explores the nature of fear, the value
of acceptance, and the beauty of life. As thought-provoking as it is uplifting, Dust of Eden is
told with an honesty that is both heart-wrenching and inspirational.
This is the extended and annotated edition including * an extensive annotation of more than
5.000 words about the history and evolution of the book we call 'The Bible' * an interactive
table-of-contents * perfect formatting for electronic reading devices This edition contains a
selection of Apocrypha. Contents: The First Book Of Adam And Eve The Second Book Of
Adam And Eve The Book Of The Secrets Of Enoch. The Psalms Of Solomon The Odes Of
Solomon. The Letter Of Aristeas Fourth Book Of Maccabees The Story Of Ahikar The
Testaments Of The Twelve Patriarchs Testament Of Reuben Testament Of Simeon Testament
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Of Levi The Testament Of Judah The Testament Of Issachar The Testament Of Zebulun The
Testament Of Dan The Testament Of Naphtali The Testament Of Gad The Testament Of
Asher The Testament Of Joseph The Testament Of Benjamin
A woman working...A lover lurking...Bryony Wentworth's life is shattered when she is unjustly
accused and sentenced to indentured servitude in New South Wales. She wants no part of the
man who would save her, Captain Hayden St. John. But the mother in her cannot turn away
from Hayden's needy infant and the woman in her cannot deny her passion for the man she is
bound to serve.
Two FBI agents are caught in a merciless vigilante’s crosshairs in New York Times bestselling
author Cynthia Eden’s electric Killer Instinct series Sheltered in the shadows of the Smoky
Mountains is the suspect who’s summoned FBI agent Macey Night’s fears to the surface.
Every day that the “Profiler,” a vigilante serial killer, escapes justice is another day she’s
reminded of what it is to be a ruthless predator’s prey. Capturing him is a craving deeper than
anything she’s felt in a long time. But Agent Bowen Murphy, equal parts sexy and volatile,
seems hell-bent on changing that. Working together—needing, living and breathing each
other—they’re entwined to distraction. Bowen’s used to operating on impulse: act, don’t feel.
Now Macey and the controlled terror behind her beautiful eyes have him rethinking everything,
including his rule to never get close to a colleague. He’s willing to fight for a future with Macey,
but the consequences of love could be deadly.
When she is unjustly sentenced to indentured servitude in New South Wales, Bryony
Wentworth tries to turn away the man who would save her, but her affection for Captain
Hayden St. John's needy infant draws her to his side. Original.
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“Patiently, and unflinchingly, Ackerman is becoming one of the great poet laureates of
America’s tragic adventurism across the globe.” —Pico Iyer Eden lies in a hospital bed, unable
to move or speak. His wife Mary spends every day on the sofa in his room. We see them
through the eyes of Eden’s best friend, a fellow Marine who didn’t make it back home—and
who must relive the secrets held between all three of them as he waits for Eden to finally,
mercifully die and join him in whatever comes after. A breathtakingly spare and shattering
novel that explores the unseen aftereffects—and unacknowledged casualties—of war, Waiting
for Eden is a piercingly insightful, deeply felt meditation on loyalty, friendship, betrayal, and
love. “The Tim O’Brien of our era.” —Vogue “Devastating.” —The Wall Street Journal
“Haunting. . . . Daring.” —The Boston Globe “Heart-wrenching.” —NPR
One of “Summer’s Smartest and Most Innovative Thrillers” (Vanity Fair): A bold, page-turning
novel that follows the rippling effects of a childhood abduction on two sisters Every other
weekend, Hope and Eden—backpacks, Walkmans, and homework in hand—wait for their father
to pick them up, as he always does, at a strip-mall bus stop. It’s the divorce shuffle; they’re
used to it. Only this weekend, he’s screwed up, forgotten, and their world will irrevocably
change when a stranger lures them into his truck with a false story and smile. Twenty years
later. Hope discovers that the man who abducted them is up for parole and the sisters might be
able to offer testimony to keep him in jail. There’s only one problem: Eden is nowhere to be
found. Hope sets out on a harrowing quest—from hippie communes to cities across the country,
and into her own troubled past—to track down her sister. Will she find Eden in time? And what
will she learn about herself along the way?
"After fourteen-year-old Eden is raped by her brother's best friend, she knows she'll never be
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the way she used to be"-Cynthia Eden invites you into the world of the Others--supernatural creatures who are sexy,
powerful, and more than human in every way. . . No one that deadly should look that good.
Hybrid demon Zane Wynter specializes in tracking the most lethal criminals, whether human or
Other. But Jana Carter is nothing like his previous targets. She's an Ignitor, able to conjure and
control fire. She's also sexy beyond belief--and used to playing dirty. . . Jana knows she's
being set up. She even knows who's responsible: Project Perseus, a secretive group that plans
to rid the world of paranormals by any means necessary. From Louisiana's sultry swamps to its
desolate cemeteries, Jana and Zane must race to destroy the mastermind behind Perseus
before their world goes up in flames--and with it, a desire that burns too hot to resist. . . Praise
for Eternal Hunter "A fast-paced, sexy thrill ride you won't want to miss. . .It hooked me from
the first page." --Christine Feehan "Danger and excitement leap off every page." --Publishers
Weekly (starred review)
After a strange accident, Bridget Gaye is left helpless in bed at Templar Mansion. Her husband
Fergus finds a young governess to care for their children, but Bridget is deeply concerned
about this stranger; and terrified by the whispering voices that only Bridget can hear.
To get her help…he’ll have to bleed for her. Adam Brody is desperate—he’ll do anything to get
Maya Black to help him. And, unfortunately for him, the price of Maya’s services…is blood. A
former cop turned vamp, Maya’s reputation definitely precedes her. Once upon a time, she
helped the weak and innocent. Now, she spends her nights terrifying demons and all manner
of paranormal beasts. According to the stories, she is the baddest of the bad…and she’s
exactly the vamp that Adam needs. The only one who can help him. Maya’s days (and nights)
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of helping are long gone—she stopped that routine when she bled out in a dirty alley and woke
with bloodlust and fangs. But now she’s got a sexy stranger standing in front of her, offering
her anything she wants, as long as she helps him find his missing niece. Okay. Fine. Maybe
somewhere deep in her cold, cold heart, she has a vague soft spot for kids…and for gorgeous,
muscled, hot guys. So she’ll help him. This once. She’ll take the blood payment he offers, and
she’ll find the kid. Except… Adam has secrets. The kind of secrets that can burn a whole town
straight to ash. The longer that he’s around Maya, the more uncontrolled he becomes as the
beast he keeps locked inside himself fights for freedom. Adam didn’t count on falling for the
fearless vamp, but now that he’s under her spell, Adam isn’t sure he can ever imagine a life
without her…And when someone like Adam finds a mate, that bonding lasts forever. Author’s
Note: Strap in…it’s going to be one hot ride. Maya and Adam are about to fight the baddest of
the supernatural predators out there. They’re also about to find out that opposites can
attract—and ignite. IMMORTAL DANGER is a full-length, paranormal romance with a
guaranteed happy ending. It was originally first released in March of 2009, but it has now been
revised and updated.
"I dare you not to love a Cynthia Eden book!" --Larissa Ione Sandra "Dee" Daniels is a
vampire's worst nightmare. Sure, she couldn't get up to five-six in the highest heels money can
buy--not that she ever wears heels. But the monsters in her past and the stake in her boot are
enough to keep most bloodsuckers interested in staying undead out of Baton Rouge. But there
are changes afoot on her turf. Rumors are a Born Master is in town--a vampire so powerful he
can make the streets run with blood. And a new face in Dee's dive bars and alleyways--Simon
Chase, a strong, sexy shadow with a haunted past of his own. Simon knows a lot about the
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dark side of Dee's work. He knows even more about how to make her body spark with desire.
But the hot lust shimmering between them is only the beginning. Because Simon also knows a
secret that will change Dee's life--if she can live long enough to uncover it. "Dee and her
vampire lover are hot enough to burn readers' fingers in this enthralling story." --RT Book
Reviews, 4 Stars
A heart-stopping story of romantic suspense from #1 New York Times bestselling author
Catherine Coulter. Lindsay Foxe is a successful model in New York, a woman who hides
behind a new name to protect herself from a past of betrayal and treachery and a present that
becomes fraught with danger. The product of old San Francisco wealth, the daughter of a man
who despises her, her life is forever changed when she is brutally assaulted by her sister’s
husband, and then rejected by her family. Lindsay is finally forced to face up to her past when
she meets S.C. Taylor, a tough ex-cop, turned private investigator and computer
troubleshooter. He is hired to protect her; but can he both win her trust and discover who is
trying to kill her and why?
The American West in the early 1960s. Aspiring novelist Aaron Holland Broussard finds work
on a farm and meets Joanne McDuffy, an articulate and fierce college student and gifted
painter. Their soul connection is immediate, but their romance is complicated by Joanne's
involvement with a shady professor who is mixed up with a drug-addled cult. When a sinister
businessman and his son who wield their influence through vicious cruelty set their sights on
Aaron, drawing him into an investigation of grotesque murders, it is clear that this idyllic
landscape harbors tremendous power, and evil
"Keith McCafferty is a top-notch, first-rate, can't-miss novelist." --C.J. Box, #1 New York Times
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bestselling author When scarecrows appear in the cliffs above Montana's famous Smith River
and a little girl reports being chased by one in the night, state investigator Harold Little Feather
is brought in to find the culprit. Are the menacing effigies related to a copper-mining project that
threatens the purity of the Smith? That's Harold's initial suspicion, but his investigation takes an
ominous turn when a decapitated body is found in the river. As Harold's search leads him back
in time through the canyon's history, Sean Stranahan launches his raft upriver. He has been
hired to guide a floating party that includes Clint McCaine, the manager of the mine project;
Bart Trueblood, the president of "Save The Smith," a grassroots organization devoted to
stopping the project; and the documentarian filming their arguments. McCaine and Trueblood
grew up on the Smith on neighboring ranches, and as they travel downstream, it's revealed
that the two share a past that runs much deeper and darker than their opposing viewpoints.
The currents of the seemingly unrelated trips will soon flow together, and Stranahan's longtime love Sheriff Martha Ettinger will enter the fray as the boats hurtle toward a date with
danger at a place called Table Rock. A Death in Eden is the seventh novel in the acclaimed
Sean Stranahan mystery series.
"It hooked me from the first page." --Christine Feehan Beware Of Each Other In a hotbed of
secrets like Baton Rouge, it's only natural Assistant DA Erin Jerome is keeping a couple of her
own. Like the fact she's not entirely human--she's Other, desperately trying to keep her
supernatural strength under wraps. Or that she's got a killer stalking her--an Other rogue set on
"gifting" her bloody corpses, not to mention nights lying awake in terror. But the bounty hunter
on her new case is about to change everything. Jude Donovan is a shapeshifter, and when the
two are near each other their hidden instincts are definitely awakened. Tracking a rogue Other
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through half of Louisiana is hard enough without letting their wild sides come out to play. . .
"Cynthia's on my must-buy list." --New York Times bestselling author Angie Fox
She knew what he wrote . . . One little word that made her feel both cheated and beloved. One
word that changed everything. MINE. On a chilly morning in the Northwest Iowa town of
Blackhawk, Dr. Lucas Hudson is filling in for the vacationing coroner on a seemingly open-andshut suicide case. His own life is crumbling around him, but when he unearths the body of a
woman buried in the barn floor beneath the hanging corpse, he realizes this terrible discovery
could change everything. . . . Years before Lucas ever set foot in Blackhawk, Meg Painter met
Dylan Reid. It was the summer before high school and the two quickly became inseparable.
Although Meg’s older neighbor, Jess, was the safe choice, she couldn’t let go of Dylan no
matter how hard she tried. Caught in a web of jealousy and deceit that spiraled out of control,
Meg’s choices in the past ultimately collide with Lucas’s discovery in the present, weaving
together a taut story of unspoken secrets and the raw, complex passions of innocence lost.
A masterpiece of Biblical scope, and the magnum opus of one of America’s most enduring
authors, in a commemorative hardcover edition In his journal, Nobel Prize winner John
Steinbeck called East of Eden "the first book," and indeed it has the primordial power and
simplicity of myth. Set in the rich farmland of California's Salinas Valley, this sprawling and
often brutal novel follows the intertwined destinies of two families—the Trasks and the
Hamiltons—whose generations helplessly reenact the fall of Adam and Eve and the poisonous
rivalry of Cain and Abel. The masterpiece of Steinbeck’s later years, East of Eden is a work in
which Steinbeck created his most mesmerizing characters and explored his most enduring
themes: the mystery of identity, the inexplicability of love, and the murderous consequences of
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love's absence. Adapted for the 1955 film directed by Elia Kazan introducing James Dean, and
read by thousands as the book that brought Oprah’s Book Club back, East of Eden has
remained vitally present in American culture for over half a century.
Vampires. Werewolves. Beasts that hunt in the night. Step into Cynthia Eden's sexy
paranormal world and you'll meet an alpha werewolf who will risk everything for the woman he
loves...For the first time, all of the BLOOD AND MOONLIGHT novels are now available in one
hot boxed set. BITE THE DUST – Book 1 When New Orleans Detective Jane Hart investigates
her first official homicide case, she never expects to have her world ripped apart. But the
murder she’s investigating is part of a deadly war between vampires and werewolves…and
now Jane is caught in that eternal battle. A battle that can’t end well. Werewolf Aidan Locke
has been running New Orleans for years. It’s his job to keep the vamps out of the city. But
when a Master Vampire comes to town, determined to unleash hell, Aidan knows it’s time to
fight with all the fury of his pack. Beast versus vamp, until the last breath. Then he meets
Jane… One look, one taste, and Aidan knows that Jane is far more than she seems. Far more
than she even knows herself to be. She’s important in the paranormal war, not a pawn to be
used, but a queen to be won. And if he can’t keep her at his side, if he can’t stop the
darkness from descending on the town…then Jane Hart will become not just a fierce cop, not
some guardian, but something deadlier. Darker. Aidan will fight heaven and hell to change her
fate. To change their fate because he is more than just a predator. And Jane is more than
prey. Far more. BETTER OFF UNDEAD – Book 2 Detective Jane Hart is just getting used to
paranormal life in New Orleans. Monsters are real, and she’s the lucky cop who has to deal
with them on a daily basis. Werewolves, vampires, witches, and demons—she has to face them
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all and keep their paranormal madness in check. When a killer targets human men—and leaves
their bodies scattered in local cemeteries–Jane suspects she may be looking at the crimes of a
werewolf gone rogue. In order to hunt down the beast, Jane once again teams up with her
werewolf lover, alpha Aidan Locke. But Aidan has been keeping secrets from Jane, dark
secrets that will destroy her world. Because Jane isn’t the hunter on her latest investigation.
She’s the prey. And when a vampire attack leaves her helpless, the woman that Jane was
before will vanish. She’ll become the one thing she fears most and Aidan… Her fierce lover
may have to become her executioner. BITTER BLOOD – Book 3 New Orleans detective Jane
Hart is a vampire. She craves blood, has supernatural strength, and when the mood hits her
just right, she can grow one killer pair of fangs. She never counted on being a vamp, but she
also never counted on falling hard for werewolf alpha Aidan Locke. Now she’s mated to the
wolf, and even though she’s living the undead life, Aidan refuses to leave her side. But Jane is
being watched, hunted…tested. And each deadly test that she faces puts Jane—and the people
she loves—in the path of a determined killer. She has to find out who is setting her up, before
it’s too late. Too late for Jane. Too late for Aidan. Jane’s blood has infected Aidan and the
wolf that lives within him is fighting for survival. Each battle…each dark test that their enemy
puts in their path…each move slides Aidan closer to the edge. A darkness is growing inside of
him. A darkness that is slowly consuming the man he’s been… And leaving only the monster
behind.
Shots rang out in Savannah's grandest mansion in the misty,early morning hours of May 2,
1981. Was it murder or self-defense? For nearly a decade, the shooting and its aftermath
reverberated throughout this hauntingly beautiful city of moss-hung oaks and shaded squares.
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John Berendt's sharply observed, suspenseful, and witty narrative reads like a thoroughly
engrossing novel, and yet it is a work of nonfiction. Berendt skillfully interweaves a hugely
entertaining first-person account of life in this isolated remnant of the Old South with the
unpredictable twists and turns of a landmark murder case. It is a spellbinding story peopled by
a gallery of remarkable characters: the well-bred society ladies of the Married Woman's Card
Club; the turbulent young redneck gigolo; the hapless recluse who owns a bottle of poison so
powerful it could kill every man, woman, and child in Savannah; the aging and profane
Southern belle who is the "soul of pampered self-absorption"; the uproariously funny black
drag queen; the acerbic and arrogant antiques dealer; the sweet-talking, piano-playing con
artist; young blacks dancing the minuet at the black debutante ball; and Minerva, the voodoo
priestess who works her magic in the graveyard at midnight. These and other Savannahians
act as a Greek chorus, with Berendt revealing the alliances, hostilities, and intrigues that thrive
in a town where everyone knows everyone else. Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil is a
sublime and seductive reading experience. Brilliantly conceived and masterfully written, this
enormously engaging portrait of a most beguiling Southern city has become a modern classic.
On the alien, sunless planet they call Eden, the 532 members of the Family shelter beneath
the light and warmth of the Forest’s lantern trees. Beyond the Forest lie the mountains of the
Snowy Dark and a cold so bitter and a night so profound that no man has ever crossed it. The
Oldest among the Family recount legends of a world where light came from the sky, where
men and women made boats that could cross the stars. These ships brought us here, the
Oldest say—and the Family must only wait for the travelers to return. But young John
Redlantern will break the laws of Eden, shatter the Family and change history. He will abandon
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the old ways, venture into the Dark…and discover the truth about their world. Already
remarkably acclaimed in the UK, Dark Eden is science fiction as literature; part parable, part
powerful coming-of-age story, set in a truly original alien world of dark, sinister
beauty--rendered in prose that is at once strikingly simple and stunningly inventive.

The enthralling new novel from the acclaimed author of Fallen Land, The River of
Kings, and Gods of Howl Mountain Retired racehorse jockey and Vietnam veteran Anse
Caulfield rescues exotic big cats, elephants, and other creatures for Little Eden, a
wildlife sanctuary near the abandoned ruins of a failed development on the Georgia
coast. But when Anse’s prized lion escapes, he becomes obsessed with replacing
her—even if the means of rescue aren’t exactly legal. Anse is joined by Malaya, a
former soldier who hunted rhino and elephant poachers in Africa; Lope, whose training
in falconry taught him to pilot surveillance drones; and Tyler, a veterinarian who has
found a place in Anse’s obsessive world. From the rhino wars of Africa to the battle for
the Baghdad Zoo, from the edges of the Okefenokee Swamp to a remote private island
off the Georgia coast, Anse and his team battle an underworld of smugglers, gamblers,
breeders, trophy hunters, and others who exploit exotic game. Pride of Eden is Taylor
Brown's brilliant fever dream of a novel: set on the eroding edge of civilization, rooted in
dramatic events linked not only with each character’s past, but to the prehistory of
America, where great creatures roamed the continent and continue to inhabit our
collective imagination.
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A haunting and luminous novel that explores the dark secrets lurking beneath the
stunning natural beauty of a dying timber town. A mysterious beachcomber appears
one day on the coastal bluffs near the small town of Carverville, whose best days are
long behind it. Who is he, and why has he returned after nearly forty years?
Carverville’s prodigal son, James, serendipitously finds work at the Eden Seaside
Resort & Cottages, a gentrified motel, but soon finds his homecoming taking a sinister
turn when he and a local teenager make a gruesome discovery, which force him to
reckon with the ghosts of his past—and the dangers of the present. Rumors, distrust,
and conspiracies spread among the townsfolk, all of them seemingly trapped in their
claustrophobic and isolated world. But is there something even more sinister at work
here than the mere fear of outsiders? In The Gardener of Eden, David Downie weaves
an intricate and compelling narrative of redemption, revenge, justice, and love—and the
price of secrecy—as a community grapples with its tortured past and frightening future
This highly visual book marries style and substance to give Portland and the people
who love her the guidebook they deserve: a curated and creative collection of more
than 130 outings in and around Portland to inspire romance and adventure. Secret
spots, beloved locales, and unexpected destinations offer endless options for date night
or a weekend getaway. Finally, a stylish, cheeky, curated guidebook of cool places for
Portlanders (and visitors) to go on dates/outings/field trips/adventures. These range
from one-hour coffee and ice cream dates in Portland's neighborhoods to multiday
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expeditions to Hood River and Mount St. Helens. The authors have a bead on the
obscure and fascinating, and the descriptions are motivating enough to prompt even
the lazy to head out the door. The book will have serious pickup power and will become
an essential resource and armchair read for Portland-area Gen X, millennial, and Gen Z
couples (and singles with friends) interested in learning about off-the-beaten-path
things to do, see, and taste. No more FOMO! In-the-know authors and tastemakers
Eden Dawn and Ashod Simonian will reveal where the cool and quirky go, while
educating readers on this beloved city.
No woman on the trek to Texas was more mysterious than Lydia Langston. No man
was more stubborn than Ross Coleman . . . and both were running from the past. Lydia
had vowed no man would ever take away her pride, while Ross Coleman stayed true to
his wife, who had died in childbirth, the woman who had given him his son. Yet Lydia
and Ross would find themselves together, fighting the same enemy and the same
dangerous emotions building inside them . . . unable to stop the events that would
eventually pit a man's deadly vengeance against the strength of a woman's love.
For the last fifteen years, vampire queen Iona has been dead to the world. Trapped
under the power of a brutal curse, she has been helpless. A prisoner, locked within her
own still body. Then alpha werewolf Jamie O'Connell fights his way to her side. After
defeating the guards that surround her, Jamie gives Iona his blood...and she rises. The
world has changed a great deal in the last fifteen years, and Iona has changed, too.
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Once known as the Blood Queen because of her dark reputation, she now finds herself
longing for the blood of only one man...only he isn't just a man. She wants the blood of
her werewolf--Jamie's blood. But Iona doesn't realize that Jamie has been keeping
secrets from her. Very dark, dangerous secrets. And Iona may have traded one curse
for another. Now that he has Iona, Jamie vows to never let her go. He needs his Blood
Queen in order to defeat his enemy, he needs her to make his own beast stronger,
and...he just needs her. Jamie has risked his life to claim Iona, and he won't let
anything break their bond. Not time. Not spells. Not even a wild and reckless vampire
queen... Warning: This is a hot vampire and werewolf romance novella...so in this story,
you will find danger, lust, adult language and adult sexy times. The word count for this
story is 31,000. BOUND BY THE NIGHT is also available in the FOREVER BOUND
anthology that is on sale for $2.99. FOREVER BOUND includes all four BOUND
novellas: BOUND BY BLOOD, BOUND IN DARKNESS, BOUND IN SIN, and BOUND
BY THE NIGHT.
A compelling tale of edgy, small-town emotions, lingering obsession, and romantic
salvation. Andrew, after many years, returns to his hometown to attend his mother's
funeral. Planning to remain only a few days, he is drawn into the tragic legacy of his
childhood friend and beautiful girl next door, Eden Close. An adopted child, Eden had
learned to avoid the mother who did not want her and to please the father who did. She
also aimed to please Andrew and his friends, first by being one of the boys and later by
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seducing them. Then one hot night, Andrew was awakened by gunshots and piercing
screams from the next farm: Mr. Close had been killed and Eden blinded. Now,
seventeen years later, Andrew begins to uncover the grisly story - to unravel the layers
of thwarted love between the husband, wife, and tormented girl. And as the truth about
Eden's past comes to light, so too does Andrew's strange and binding attachment to
her reveal itself.
NOW A LIFETIME TV MOVIE STARRING JOHN STAMOS From the bestselling author
of The Double Bind, Midwives, and Skeletons at the Feast comes a novel of shattered
faith, intimate secrets, and the delicate nature of sacrifice. "There," says Alice Hayward
to Reverend Stephen Drew, just after her baptism, and just before going home to the
husband who will kill her that evening and then shoot himself. Drew, tortured by the
cryptic finality of that short utterance, feels his faith in God slipping away and is saved
from despair only by a meeting with Heather Laurent, the author of wildly successful,
inspirational books about . . . angels. Heather survived a childhood that culminated in
her own parents' murder-suicide, so she identifies deeply with Alice’s daughter, Katie,
offering herself as a mentor to the girl and a shoulder for Stephen – who flees the pulpit
to be with Heather and see if there is anything to be salvaged from the spiritual
wreckage around him. But then the State's Attorney begins to suspect that Alice's
husband may not have killed himself. . .and finds out that Alice had secrets only her
minister knew. Secrets of Eden is both a haunting literary thriller and a deeply evocative
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testament to the inner complexities that mark all of our lives. Once again Chris
Bohjalian has given us a riveting page-turner in which nothing is precisely what it
seems. As one character remarks, “Believe no one. Trust no one. Assume all of our
stories are suspect.”
Winner of the Christianity Today Book Award, Fiction In Eden Mine, the award-winning
author of Black River examines the aftershocks of an act of domestic terrorism rooted in
a small Montana town on the brink of abandonment, as it tears apart a family, tests the
faith of a pastor and the loyalty of a sister, and mines the deep rifts that come when the
reach of the government clashes with individual freedom If I stay here, Jo, I know you
could find me. If you wanted to, you could find me. For generations, the Fabers have
lived near Eden Mine, scraping by to keep ahold of their family's piece of Montana. Jo
and her brother, Samuel, will be the last. Despite a long battle, their property has been
seized by the state through eminent domain—something Samuel deems a government
theft. As Jo packs, she hears news of a bombing. Samuel went off to find work in
Wyoming that morning, but soon enough, it's clear that he's not gone but missing, last
seen by a security camera near the district courthouse?now a crime scene?in Elk Fork.
And the nine-year-old daughter of a pastor at a nearby church lies in critical condition.
Can the person Jo loves and trusts most have done this terrible thing? Can she have
missed the signs? The last time their family met violence, Jo lost her ability to walk.
Samuel took care of her, outfitted their barn with special rigging so she could still ride
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their mule. What secrets has he been keeping? As Jo watches the pastor fight for his
daughter, watches the authorities hunt down a criminal, she wrestles with an impossible
choice: Must she tell them where Samuel might be? Must she choose between loyalty
and justice? Between the brother she knows and the man he has become? A timely
story of the tensions splintering families and communities all over this country, S.M.
Hulse's Eden Mine is also a steady-eyed gaze into the ideals of the West and the
legacies of violence, a moving account of faith in the face of evil, and a heartrending
reckoning of the terrible choices we make for the ones we love.
Elite party girl Yarrow, the daughter of one of the most powerful women in Eden, and Rowan,
whose very existence is illegal, discover threads that bind them and could change Eden
forever.
College sophomore Bryn Dawson is a self-proclaimed poster child for normal. However, the
day William Hayward enters her life, normalcy is the last thing Bryn will be able to count on if
she wants to be with him. Too mysterious and appealing to be good for a girl, Bryn feels drawn
to him in a way that seems out of her control—as if fate is orchestrating it. Despite every red flag
and warning siren going off in her head telling her not to, Bryn falls hard for William, knowing
he’s categorically different from anyone she’s ever met. She never imagined how right she
was. When William takes her deeper into the rabbit hole of his world, Bryn must decide just
how much she is willing to sacrifice to be with him, knowing no matter what, fate always finds a
way to have the last laugh. Spinning a new twist on star-crossed lovers, Eternal Eden will put
Bryn through a gauntlet of turmoil, challenging her to find the power within herself to become
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the heroine in her own story.
I wasn't looking for love, but Hunter King crashed into my world and flipped it upside down.
He's a King alright... a sex on legs and larger than life pro-golfer. A sinful God. And I want to
dive into his hypnotic brown eyes. But I'm broken, I'm lost... stuck in a time loop. Waiting for my
heart to heal. True to his name, Hunter King decides I'm someone he wants. I'm his hot prey.
But I don't want to be caught. And he's not used to being told no. We're from two different
worlds. I won't allow him to piece me back together. But I may not have a choice, because my
soul craves his. And it makes me question everything. I always thought my heart belonged to
another... What if I'm wrong? **** Hunting Eden is a standalone romance featuring a gorgeous
sports hero who wears his heart on his sleeve, and a beautiful dreamer dancer who's built
walls so high around her, you can no longer see her petite frame. It's a perfectly blended fulllength romance filled with heat, laughter, emotion, and a HEA, with no cliffhanger. Hunting
Eden is Book 1 of The Triple Trouble Series. ***Book 2 Coming soon.*** Authors note: This
book touches on sensitive discussions about baby loss and accidental death.
She had made me envious. Strange as it might seem, I had not known envy before. Surely
there must be other ways of living, I thought, not hand-to-mouth, alone, in a draughty old shack
looking out at the same scene, day after day. Was this to be my future? It's 2137, and the
future's dark. Sixteen-year-old Flora is scraping out a humble living, selling homegrown
supplies from her late grandparents' run-down Shell Shack and keeping her illegal copy of
Pride and Prejudice hidden from the terrifying Uzi soldiers. But Flora's life changes when she
meets Li-li, the daughter of a powerful Rice Lord. Flora is seduced by the lavish lifestyle of her
rulers, but also sees the brutality that underpins their lifestyle. What choices will she face on
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her last days in Eden? An innocent adrift in a world ripped apart by greed and want...The year
is 2137, but the people of Eden are reduced to living in medieval fashion. The human race is
deeply divided and the world has been brought to its knees by the Oil Wars and rising sea
levels. Flora is trying to hold on to her humanity as her world changes forever. Costa Award
winning author Ann Kelley's disturbing vision of the future has much to say about our own
times. It's a disturbing, compulsive read that makes you realise that not so very much needs to
shift for this to happen here. HELEN DUNMORE on Runners The author as artist evokes
people and places with delicacy, humour and truth - a novel of outstanding beauty. COSTA
AWARD JUDGES on The Bower Bird
This masterfully crafted horror classic, featuring a brand-new introduction by Dan Simmons,
will bring you to the edge of your seat, hair standing on end and blood freezing in your veins
It's the summer of 1960 and in the small town of Elm Haven, Illinois, five twelve-year-old boys
are forging the powerful bonds that a lifetime of change will not break. From sunset bike rides
to shaded hiding places in the woods, the boys' days are marked by all of the secrets and
silences of an idyllic middle-childhood. But amid the sundrenched cornfields their loyalty will be
pitilessly tested. When a long-silent bell peals in the middle of the night, the townsfolk know it
marks the end of their carefree days. From the depths of the Old Central School, a hulking
fortress tinged with the mahogany scent of coffins, an invisible evil is rising. Strange and
horrifying events begin to overtake everyday life, spreading terror through the once idyllic town.
Determined to exorcize this ancient plague, Mike, Duane, Dale, Harlen, and Kevin must wage
a war of blood—against an arcane abomination who owns the night...
"What would you do tot survive if your very existence were illegal? Rowan is a second child in
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a world where population control measures make her an outlaw, marked for death ..."-Night in EdenIvy Books
A Taste Of Eden by Abra Taylor released on Dec 25, 1981 is available now for purchase.
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